
Ten Minute Pages: Review Investigating Kyle Graham's Web Page Creation Software Released

SUMMARY: HonestyFirstReviews.com releases a review of Ten Minute Pages a newly launched "drag & drop"  
web page creation toolkit for internet marketers looking to quickly create attractive, high converting web pages.

Ten Minute Pages a web page building software system for internet marketers has just been released to the 
public creating an explosion of excitement around the internet and drawing an investigative review from 
HonestyFirstReviews.com's Tiffany Hendricks.

"Attractive, high converting web pages are an essential requirement for any internet marketing business," report 
Hendricks. "However, as every seasoned marketer will tell you, building out such pages can be a real headache. 
Between dealing with lines of HTML code, integrating autoresponders and hiring outsourcers, it can often seem 
like there is one road block after another keeping one from launching new projects. So, when we were informed 
about the release of Kyle Graham's Ten Minute Pages we were eager to review the software for our online 
visitors. The system promises to eliminate the aforementioned roadblocks and provide users with, the first ever 
'true' what-you-see-is-what-you-get marketing web page builder in existence. We wanted to see how Graham's 
software actually preformed so that we could determine whether it was something we should recommend to our 
followers."

Hendricks' Ten Minute Pages review explains that the software is accessible through an online interface so that 
customers do not need to download or install anything on their computers. In addition to the 'stand alone' 
software which publishes web pages automatically via FTP, customers who prefer WordPress can install a light 
weight plug in which allows them to access their Ten Minute Pages accounts from right inside their WordPress 
admin screens.  

"Having used a variety of WordPress themes and web page editors over the years I must say I've never seen 
anything even remotely similar to Ten Minute Pages in terms of ease of use," says Hendricks. "Even the best 
WordPress themes require users to mess around with short codes and continuously click back and forth between 
page previews and the WordPress back office in order to get web pages to display as intended. With Ten Minute 
Pages it's all there in front of you and you can literally drag and drop page element exactly where you want 
them. The program also comes with an impressive assortment of features which we discussed at length in our 
review. As an online marketer himself Graham knows what marketers need, and he created a software can fulfill 
those needs to an extent that is unprecedented."

Those wishing to purchase Ten Minute Pages, or for more information, click here.

Tiffany Hendricks provides reviews of the best internet marketing courses, software and digital training 
programs on her website HonestyFirstReviews.com. Hendricks' Ten Minute Pages review is available at the 
following web address: http://www.honestyfirstreviews.com/kyle-grahams-ten-minute-pages-review/
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